The Moors in Spain	u
library During the lifetime of this monarch another
remarkable actor made his bow on the Andalusian
stage—he was called Ibn-Aby-Amir, but so great were
his achievements that he has always been known by
the title of Al Manzor, the Victorious Originally a
professional letter-writer, he succeeded in finding em-
ployment with the Great Chamberlain, became at-
tached to the court, and eventually, so it is said, found
himself in demand as lover of the Sultana Aurora By
every known artifice and stratagem he endeavoured to
gain the favour of those who might., he thought, be
useful to him, and so subtle was his flattery and so
pleasing his personality that he nearly always succeeded
in his designs When by any evil chance flattery and
personality failed he had recourse to bribery.
Thus on the death of El Hakem and the accession of
the boy Hisham he exercised enormous influence, which
was greatly strengthened as the result of a successful
raid into Leon when he served his apprenticeship as a
soldier under the veteran general El Ghaleb. Like
every one else, El Ghaleb fell under the spell of the
young man, and was generous enough to pass on to him
the laurels gained in the military operations though
they were really his own. Soon Al Manzor was able to
dispose of the Great Chamberlain, who had obtained
his position more by good fortune than ability, and was
quite unable to cope with the ex-letter-writer From
that time onwards he was khalif in all but name, and
it must be admitted that he exercised his powers to such
effect as to raise Cordoba to a height of power and in-
fluence which had not been previously attained even
during the reign of Abd-er-Rahman III Though not
trained as a soldier he showed, like Clive, that an in-
telligent civilian may be a first-class tactician, and he

